Rollo [September 23, 2014 - 7:50 am]: I Had some fun listening to Shacks/Arals music this evening with a few beers and a not so smart phone------&gt;<a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erybU23nua4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erybU23nua4</a>
aralsea [September 23, 2014 - 8:47 am]: @Rollo: What a house...in a tree. Must be worth a lot now. :-)
Rollo [September 23, 2014 - 10:17 am]: I enjoyed your three tunes....I may write some lyrics fot them
Rollo [September 23, 2014 - 10:20 am]: take 2.....for them........
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: 100 metres = 330 feet just sayin
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Must be a coincidence ?
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: must be :o)8)
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: aralsea and Simon Shack were saying you could sing backing vocals in a jam session we were imagining having Jan. I wasn't sure but I'd like to hear it!
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:11 pm]: Jan, where are you on the shape of the eart, if I may ask.
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:11 pm]: earth?
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:11 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Hm ? I am not a great vocaliist i think :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  CONCAVE for the moment. Might change thoe.
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:15 pm]: sure. I'm thinking, I'm not sure at all. Flat or concave appear to me more likely.
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: concave works as well as convex as a theory pretty much. Like geocentric, heliocentric
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: <a href="http://books.google.bg/books?id=MGYuAAAAYAAJ&#038;dq=editions%3Av9KYeuq_PbgC&#038;hl=bg&#038;pg=PR3#v=onepage&#038;q&#038;f=true" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://books.google.bg/books?id=MGYuAAAAYAAJ&#038;dq=editions%3Av9KYeuq_PbgC&#038;hl=bg&#038;pg=PR3#v=onepage&#038;q&#038;f=true</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:17 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Wel the BS who we are fed on how it is. Must be a big LIE i think !
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: yes. my logic too
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  we are in the eyes of the owners to stupid to understand anything ! So the idea that they wil share the knowlege they have acumulated is miniscule i think !
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZUk9umGbH0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZUk9umGbH0</a>
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:48 pm]: ''It has served us well this myth of Christ'',
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 6:52 pm]: God it was barbaric in the good old days haha
Jan Erik Hansen [September 23, 2014 - 6:56 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Its a game of power over the herd ! The most importaint thing is chaping of the mind ! That is the best tool in the toolbox of REAL POWER ! I have concluded !
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: I wonder how the world would be today if there was no religion and people just thought for themselves.  Perhaps the control grid would look much different.
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: I wonder about videos like this
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLIx0g1nvh0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLIx0g1nvh0</a>
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:10 pm]: Anytime I read or watch something about history I find it hard to determine how much accuracy exists in the pieces knowing that they are faking so much today
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: Anybody find any thing good on the Eric Fein shooter?
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 7:15 pm]: less messy!
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: <a href="http://www.mcall.com/news/breaking/mc-pa-trooper-ambush-matthew-frein-profile-20140917-story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.mcall.com/news/breaking/mc-pa-trooper-ambush-matthew-frein-profile-20140917-story.html</a>
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: Anatoly Fomenko and his New Chronology for history. Says Jesus died in about 1040. Crucified on Joshua st. ''No single document in existence can be reliably dated earlier than the 11th century. Most "ancient" artifacts may find other than consensual explanation.''
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: scare us some more
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: <a href="http://www.mcall.com/news/breaking/mc-pa-trooper-ambush-matthew-frein-profile-20140917-story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.mcall.com/news/breaking/mc-pa-trooper-ambush-matthew-frein-profile-20140917-story.html</a>
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:25 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: Not sure I trust Anatoly Fomenko anymore than I trust the history he is revising
Shady Pica [September 23, 2014 - 7:28 pm]: I was in Stroudsburg PA over the weekend and although I did get an amber alert sent to my phone telling me to stay indoors, I didn't see any police presence out of the ordinary while there.
Tom-Dalpra [September 23, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: Sure, Shady. I certainly am not swallowing anything whole there with Fomenko. Hey, it's a Mithra, I like it
Jiller [September 24, 2014 - 9:51 am]: Another one can finally be put to eternal rest, and a Belgian at that.  I can see the resemblance between mother and son...or is that a picture of the father and son?  Oh well, no matter.<a href="http://www.newser.com/story/196323/13-years-later-911-victim-ided.html?utm_source=part&#038;utm_medium=earthlink&#038;utm_campaign=rss_topnews" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.newser.com/story/196323/13-years-later-911-victim-ided.html?utm_source=part&#038;utm_medium=earthlink&#038;utm_campaign=rss_topnews</a>
aralsea [September 24, 2014 - 10:29 am]: For Beatles fans: One of Brian Epstein's last interviews March 1967 quite good <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0kHAqfGnfQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0kHAqfGnfQ</a>
smj [September 24, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlE1BdOAfVc&#038;index=49&#038;list=UU_0Bl1X6Fnt2vKr-XUGS4WA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlE1BdOAfVc&#038;index=49&#038;list=UU_0Bl1X6Fnt2vKr-XUGS4WA</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [September 24, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: <a href="http://www.historyofinformation.com/expanded.php?id=405" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.historyofinformation.com/expanded.php?id=405</a>
aralsea [September 24, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: Brian Stavely live now <a href="http://dor.listen2myradio.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://dor.listen2myradio.com/</a>   and chat    <a href="http://www.therealnewsonline.com/dose-of-reality-radio-show.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.therealnewsonline.com/dose-of-reality-radio-show.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [September 25, 2014 - 4:32 am]: Debunking Dan Evans &amp; Quatloos, Part 3 - More Logical Fallacies
 <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN7v_iNXQa8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN7v_iNXQa8</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [September 25, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkiBWXT4iYg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkiBWXT4iYg</a>
khammad [September 25, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: K Ham Radio starts in 5 minutes.  All are welcome to join in at Teamspeak
Tom-Dalpra [September 25, 2014 - 7:34 pm]: I went there but heard nada. Gonna try the live feed and try hear ya K
Tom-Dalpra [September 25, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: yay, that'll do. live listener in uk :)
Tom-Dalpra [September 25, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: I think some anchors are innocent. There are agents but it's need to know and they don't need to know
khammad [September 25, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: Ab: Got it up and runnin, all seven of em.  Works on my end.  :P
columjaddica [September 25, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: @shady pica: The most interesting part of the Frein story is that he had film connections and was in a 2007 short film about Branko Lustig, who was a holocaust survivor and producer of Shindler's List. There is a feature length script for Lustig being pitched right now. The 2007 Lustig is available on Vimeo and you can see Frein in the background in at least a few shots. He looks at the camera
columjaddica [September 25, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: When I get some time I'll organize what I have and put it on the forum, but it might be a week or so
columjaddica [September 25, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: Frein played the part of "German Soldier 2" in Lustig.
simonshack [September 25, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: @Tom: "Some anchors were innocent?" Who? Perhaps Aaron Brown, who stood in front of a blatant (green) screen with a digital Manhattan backdrop, allegedly from the CNN's building's rooftop? Or  Matt Lauer, who said he saw "the (2nd) plane circling around the towers"- and that the "towers appeared to be leaning"?
simonshack [September 25, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: Or perhaps Dan Rather who immediately after the "2nd hit" said: "It appears that the plane went RIGHT THROUGH the building"...(so, we have to believe he saw the nose-out in real time...)
simonshack [September 25, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: Or Bryant Gumble, who talked "LIVE ON AIR" with Theresa Renaud (without ever introducing her to the public) the wife of Jack Renaud - i.e. the very director of Gumbel's CBS TV morning SHOW ? ...
simonshack [September 25, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: Beam me up, Tom! Which of these anchors were innocent - and "out of the loop"?
khammad [September 26, 2014 - 1:12 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: thanks for the feedback
khammad [September 26, 2014 - 1:14 am]: @simonshack: It would seem that to even BE an anchor means you have been inducted into the club.
ab [September 26, 2014 - 5:38 am]: new audiochat up <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/09/26/audiochat-sep-25-2014/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/09/26/audiochat-sep-25-2014/</a>
aralsea [September 26, 2014 - 10:17 am]: For Ro11o <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e59guruVL4o" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e59guruVL4o</a>
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 2:52 pm]: @Simon haha. When an off-the- cuff, 'chat' message offered in an imaginary conversation with a live radio broadcaster leads to an awkward moment...
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 2:54 pm]: When is a dupe complicit?
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:00 pm]: Specifically news anchors? I did wonder whether innocence might just be the more convincing way of selling it here  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15_DS_6kZ1k" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15_DS_6kZ1k</a>.
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:02 pm]: The way she says ''The other building looks like it's on fire!'' after the second strike during the absurdity of noone in the studio seeming to know it had hit.
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:05 pm]: Classic stuff regardless B)B) 8o
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:11 pm]: And yes, obviously the examples you give Simon, look blatantly   'in the loop'' O:-DO:-DO:-D
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:23 pm]: Interesting thing happened.  I posted this youtube - 33 miles to Toronto - on the ''concave earth thread'' and watched it quite a few times. It registered two of them but has now reverted to the 737 views it had originally. Da nah! Clever ghost :-)
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 3:24 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdIlq_Xfdng&#038;feature=player_embedded" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdIlq_Xfdng&#038;feature=player_embedded</a>
Carole Thomas [September 26, 2014 - 3:42 pm]: Hi Tom:-)
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 5:06 pm]: Hey Carole :-) sorry, in and out been busy in my shed.
Tom-Dalpra [September 26, 2014 - 5:28 pm]: Daman Albarn's new album features a 'September' song I just caught a bit of it...will have to check that. His William Onyeabor stuff says RocknRoll wing of MI6
aralsea [September 27, 2014 - 6:39 am]: Two new songs posted on my music site A Place Called Fetzer and I Like The News <a href="https://soundcloud.com/aral-sea" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://soundcloud.com/aral-sea</a>
ab [September 27, 2014 - 7:42 pm]: Off another night tonite
ab [September 27, 2014 - 7:44 pm]: <a href="http://audiochat.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://audiochat.fakeologist.com</a> ... see if someone can get the party started
khammad [September 27, 2014 - 7:59 pm]: I have about an hour.  Anyone care to join me in the audiochat?
Carole Thomas [September 28, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: @Ab Really missing your podcasts! Hope you will have time for another show soon:-)
ab [September 28, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: @Carole Thomas: Thanks Carole. I'm like a farmer bringing in the harvest and working 7 days a week right now. My spare time is spent sleeping and eating with the odd blog post. I'll make time for the Nuke Hoax Quiz: @simonshack is working on it now so when he says the word I'll be ready to go. In the meantime let's see some audiochatters!
khammad [September 28, 2014 - 6:43 pm]: I have carved out another hour for audichat.  Anyone care to join me?
khammad [September 28, 2014 - 6:44 pm]: cuz Im gonna talk about cars
khammad [September 28, 2014 - 6:44 pm]: On second thought, I feel like doing audio chat.
Brian-Staveley [September 28, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: whens the next show Ab?
Jan Erik Hansen [September 28, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: RED ALERT! David Cameron Announces the END OF FREE SPEECH! MUST SEE! <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47mMDANnaYs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47mMDANnaYs</a>
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: Excellent timing for the Aussies to have foiled an ISIS beheading plot while newcounter-terrorism laws are under consideration...  <a href="http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/sep/22/australias-counter-terror-laws-will-restrict-our-free-speech-and-free-press" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/sep/22/australias-counter-terror-laws-will-restrict-our-free-speech-and-free-press</a>   -----    Aside from the ages of some of the alleged arrested perps,  pay no attention to the guy in the "Geronimo 33" shirt at :12 in on
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: the video in this article.    <a href="http://www.funker530.com/australians-foil-isis-plot-to-publicly-behead-random-citizens/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.funker530.com/australians-foil-isis-plot-to-publicly-behead-random-citizens/</a>
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: See "Geronimo 33" on shirt of guy at 12 seconds in... sorry..  first post was cut off..
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: Alleged Oklahoma beheading suspect and 9/11 ties  -- <a href="http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-Texas/2014/09/28/Beheading-Suspect-Attended-Same-Mosque-as-911-Terrorist" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-Texas/2014/09/28/Beheading-Suspect-Attended-Same-Mosque-as-911-Terrorist</a>
Rollo [September 28, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Re: Funker530.com Story + Video....Firstly Funcker530.com.... Sidney??? Sidney???.....um how about Sydney...yes all that Chicken Noodle Network stuff is theater...for this ISIS ...or is it ISIL...someone explain to me like a 4 year old the difference is between ISIS and ISIL? KHam and I had a "Sinical" / cynical laugh at the whole ISIS baloney the other day for half an hour...while Ab was on bre
Rollo [September 28, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: wow cut me off... is this twitter....Take 2 ......while Ab was on break--------&gt;<a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/09/28/audiochat-sep-27-2014/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/09/28/audiochat-sep-27-2014/</a>
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: Yeah  Looks like they botched the spelling of Sydney.  The CBS link they had looks to have gotten it right but didn't have the "Geronimo 33" dude in it.   <a href="http://www.cbsnews.com/news/australian-officials-isis-plot-to-behead-random-person-in-sydney-thwarted/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cbsnews.com/news/australian-officials-isis-plot-to-behead-random-person-in-sydney-thwarted/</a>
or e bil [September 28, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: "Geronimo" as you might know already is associated with a skull that the secret "Skull and Bones" society supposedly stole.  It was also the alleged codename for the Bin Laden mission.   <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skull_and_Bones" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skull_and_Bones</a>     <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_name_Geronimo_controversy" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_name_Geronimo_controversy</a>
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 12:00 am]: "Maya" was the code name for the CIA operative  in charge of the Bin Laden mission.     <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2277021/How-Maya-CIA-agent-portrayed-Zero-Dark-Thirty-wept-Osama-Bin-Ladens-body.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2277021/How-Maya-CIA-agent-portrayed-Zero-Dark-Thirty-wept-Osama-Bin-Ladens-body.html</a>  A coin donated by "Maya" is in the 9/11 museum, evidently.  <a href="http://www.newsweek.com/911-museum-opens-exhibit-depicting-manhunt-osama-bin-laden-268856" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.newsweek.com/911-museum-opens-exhibit-depicting-manhunt-osama-bin-laden-268856</a>
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 12:04 am]: Maya is a term found in Pali and Sanskrit literature, has multiple meanings and can be translated to mean something of an "illusion" (or more accurately a "delusion"). ----http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_%28illusion%29
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 4:23 pm]: Threat of random beheading? Check.B)  Saves on faking a video I suppose.
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 4:28 pm]: and he's 33, he just had to be 33
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 4:30 pm]: Ari Balley Alley that is. Australia's most Senior ISIS member, oh, right...they're a young lot then?  What a load of old cobblers
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 4:32 pm]: any one notice that for a while ISIS was IS. haha now it's back to ISIS. Yes vey good, we get the built-in affirmation. This IS still a load of old bollocks.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: I have been reaching out to my arab friends and asking if they have any personal experience with ISIS.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:15 pm]: This is what she texted me: My hairdresser's sister in Iraq was killed by that group
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:16 pm]: 1) Was it really ISIS who did it?
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:17 pm]: 2) Are local police saying ISIS does murders to make their paperwork easier?
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:19 pm]: 3) Is the hairdresser (from Iraq) telling this american woman (my friend) a fake story to make her (a Christian-Iraqi )  appear more important?
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: 4) Am I a heartless bitch who makes light of other peoples suffering?
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:37 pm]: 4.   DEFINITELY!
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:37 pm]: :)  hahaha
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:40 pm]: The question is, would knowing the answer even make that big of a difference in the big picture for you.  For instance, the other day I found out a tidbit of info about a certain game show and how the contestants are selected.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:43 pm]: Yes, it does make a difference
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:43 pm]: The game show becomes like a play.  Everyone is acting
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:44 pm]: thanks for the #4 vote:|
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: It was painfully obvious to me that there appears to be a fix of sorts in place.  If you have seen this as well, your gut is likely correct.  But...  being correct on one thing in this world of make believe doesn't tell me much about everything else...
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: I can sit back and enjoy, instead of hoping the spinner lands on $50,000
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: Haha  I was just messin' with ya.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: haha
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: ha
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: The quest to be validated with "The Truth" can be overpowering sometimes.   I wouldn't let it bug you too much.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:49 pm]: the quest to be validated versus getting bugged too much,  hmmmmm,
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:50 pm]: are they equal
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:50 pm]: As you keep strengthening your own internal B.S. detector, you won't need validation anymore.
khammad [September 29, 2014 - 7:55 pm]: Of course I don't need validation, do I?
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: Daniel Pearl  music festival is coming to my town soon again.  Should I go to the party and ask if anyone knew Daniel and if he was really beheaded in 2002?  <a href="http://www.danielpearlmusicdays.org/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.danielpearlmusicdays.org/</a>  :)
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: Daniel was said to be killed by a real terrorist!  -- the architect of 9/11 afterall... not this wannabee rapper ISIS dude Jihadi John, one of the so called "Beatles."   <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2772171/PM-I-ll-hunt-Jihadi-John-Syria-Cameron-prepared-send-SAS-won-t-seek-approval-MPs.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2772171/PM-I-ll-hunt-Jihadi-John-Syria-Cameron-prepared-send-SAS-won-t-seek-approval-MPs.html</a>          <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Pearl" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Pearl</a>
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: They can't get much more comical with this ISIS group...
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: So the real answer to your original question is   DEFINITELY not #4 because your curiosity is warranted.  But as to the other options, who knows and IMO why waste a bit of energy giving it another thought.  ;)
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: Hairdresser's talk a lot.
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: (drop the apostrophe)  but yeh, not to be glib. It's a classic line.
Tom-Dalpra [September 29, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: Oh yes, the Beatles are having an anti- revival.
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: Perhaps we should send these official media statements to the 9/11 museum for their new "Manhunt for bin Laden" expo...   bin Laden denies involvement -- <a href="http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/16/inv.binladen.denial/index.html?iref=storysearch" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/16/inv.binladen.denial/index.html?iref=storysearch</a>     bin Laden dead 1st time ---    <a href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/2001/12/26/report-bin-laden-already-dead/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.foxnews.com/story/2001/12/26/report-bin-laden-already-dead/</a>
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: bin Laden never indicted for 9/11  official FBI site --  <a href="http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten/usama-bin-laden" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten/usama-bin-laden</a>
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:   LOL
or e bil [September 29, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: The FBI appears to be getting "sloppy" these days.  I can see on their site that the bin Laden wanted poster was curiously revised November 2001...  a couple o' months after the big event.  That and them not showing anyone having died in Newtown, Conn (Sandy Hook) in 2012 that much of the alternative media has apparently picked up on.
khammad [September 30, 2014 - 12:39 am]: @or e bil: seems to follow what Ab says, in that mostly, these gangs must follow the law and/or work around it.
khammad [September 30, 2014 - 12:39 am]: I have about an hour.  Anyone care to join me in audiochat?
Jim Hollander [September 30, 2014 - 8:29 am]: I think it was Tom Dalpra, who picked out the colour yellow featured in many of the psyops recently.  Well, guess what colour the umbrella movement in Hong Kong has chosen?
Jim Hollander [September 30, 2014 - 8:29 am]: What the fuck is an umbrella movement anyway?
Jim Hollander [September 30, 2014 - 8:32 am]: <a href="http://imgur.com/0YvEnaL" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://imgur.com/0YvEnaL</a>
Tom-Dalpra [September 30, 2014 - 9:03 am]: Face it Jim. It's over their heads. Lost overhead like MH370
Tom-Dalpra [September 30, 2014 - 9:06 am]: mmm
ab [September 30, 2014 - 10:54 am]: <a href="http://helix.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://helix.fakeologist.com</a> let's get building!
aralsea [September 30, 2014 - 1:35 pm]: Fakin It <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoyPR6KCHoQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoyPR6KCHoQ</a>
smj [September 30, 2014 - 5:28 pm]: <a href="http://www.businessinsider.com/wall-street-bombing-anarchist-1920-2011-10?op=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.businessinsider.com/wall-street-bombing-anarchist-1920-2011-10?op=1</a>
smj [September 30, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: "the big stick"  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_SCuPId8KA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_SCuPId8KA</a>
smj [September 30, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: martial types seem to have a thing for big sticks.     <a href="http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/DavyCrockett-W54.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/DavyCrockett-W54.jpg</a>
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 9:33 am]: whatever happened to nuclear powered flight, I wonder? Mach 3 at very low altitudes. Due out in 1965 haha!!
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 9:34 am]: re: ''the big stick''.
smj [October 1, 2014 - 9:50 am]: <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/30/science/espionage-threatened-the-manhattan-project-declassified-report-says.html?_r=2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/30/science/espionage-threatened-the-manhattan-project-declassified-report-says.html?_r=2</a>
smj [October 1, 2014 - 9:53 am]: "the house on 92nd street"      <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-BwyzbF7E4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-BwyzbF7E4</a>
I.D. Kanspier [October 1, 2014 - 12:39 pm]: yahoo has some of the neatest fake media...<a href="https://www.yahoo.com/travel/china-claims-it-has-the-worlds-largest-supercave-but-98809658392.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.yahoo.com/travel/china-claims-it-has-the-worlds-largest-supercave-but-98809658392.html</a>
I.D. Kanspier [October 1, 2014 - 12:44 pm]: if only we could have g
I.D. Kanspier [October 1, 2014 - 12:45 pm]: if only we could have had this photo detail a decade or so ago...here on earth. <a href="http://news.yahoo.com/sandblasting-winds-shift-mars-landscape-215928479.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.yahoo.com/sandblasting-winds-shift-mars-landscape-215928479.html</a>
I.D. Kanspier [October 1, 2014 - 1:01 pm]: synthetic naturalism is a hard concept for me to grasp...<a href="http://finance.yahoo.com/news/pepsi-launch-naturally-sweetened-soda-143108903.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://finance.yahoo.com/news/pepsi-launch-naturally-sweetened-soda-143108903.html</a>
Rollo [October 1, 2014 - 1:36 pm]: Fun Fakery ---&gt; <a href="http://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-updates/is-this-the-worlds-worst-housesitter/story-fnizu4n5-1227076288641" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-updates/is-this-the-worlds-worst-housesitter/story-fnizu4n5-1227076288641</a>
khammad [October 1, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: <a href="http://s3.fakeologist.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s3.fakeologist.com/</a>
khammad [October 1, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: party goin on in the live stream
khammad [October 1, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: you can listen at.       <a href="http://s3.fakeologist.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s3.fakeologist.com/</a>      Or teamspeak
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: videre?
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: i can hear you
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: yeh
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: i'm dal tampra
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: haha yeh but what is that?
Tom-Dalpra [October 1, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: see ya guys, sorry about that

